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Abstract Despite remarkable new developments in sto-
chastic hydrology and adaptations of advanced methods
from operations research, stochastic control, and artificial
intelligence, solutions of complex real-world problems in
hydrogeology have been quite limited. The main reason is
the ultimate reliance on first-principle models that lead to
complex, distributed-parameter partial differential equa-
tions (PDE) on a given scale. While the addition of un-
certainty, and hence, stochasticity or randomness has in-
creased insight and highlighted important relationships
between uncertainty, reliability, risk, and their effect on
the cost function, it has also (a) introduced additional
complexity that results in prohibitive computer power
even for just a single uncertain/random parameter; and (b)
led to the recognition in our inability to assess the full
uncertainty even when including all uncertain parameters.
A paradigm shift is introduced: an adaptation of new
methods of intelligent control that will relax the depen-
dency on rigid, computer-intensive, stochastic PDE, and
will shift the emphasis to a goal-oriented, flexible,
adaptive, multiresolutional decision support system
(MRDS) with strong unsupervised learning (oriented to-
wards anticipation rather than prediction) and highly ef-
ficient optimization capability, which could provide the
needed solutions of real-world aquifer management
problems. The article highlights the links between past
developments and future optimization/planning/control of
hydrogeologic systems.

R�sum� Malgr� de remarquables nouveaux d�veloppe-
ments en hydrologie stochastique ainsi que de re-
marquables adaptations de m�thodes avanc�es pour les
op�rations de recherche, le contr�le stochastique, et l’in-
telligence artificielle, solutions pour les probl�mes com-
plexes en hydrog�ologie sont rest�es assez limit�es. La
principale raison est l’ultime confiance en les mod�les qui
conduisent � des �quations partielles complexes aux pa-
ram�tres distribu�s (PDE) � une �chelle donn�e. Alors
que l’accumulation d’incertitudes et, par cons�quent, la
stockasticit� ou l’al�at a augment� la perspicacit� et a mis
en lumi�re d’importantes relations entre l’incertitude, la
fiabilit�, le risque, et leur effet sur les co�ts de fonc-
tionnement, il a �galement (a) introduit une complexit�
additionnelle qui r�sulte dans un pouvoir prohibitif des
moyens de calcul informatique mÞme pour une simple
estimation de l’incertitude; et (b) a conduit a une recon-
naissance de notre manque d’aptitude � ma�triser l’in-
certitude totale mÞme en introduisant tous les param�tres
connus de l’incertitude. La repr�sentation du changement
est introduit: une adaptation de nouvelles m�thodes de
contr�le intelligent qui va rel�cher la d�pendance � la
rigidit� des algorithmes, aux calculs informatiques in-
tensifs, � la PDE stockastique, et qui modifiera l’emphase
entre les MRDS—syst�mes interactifs d’aide � la d�cision
de multiresolutionelle (flexibles, adaptables et orientables
selon les objectifs)—avec un fort apprentissage non
(orient� vers l’anticipation plut�t que la pr�diction), et
une capacit� d’optimisation efficiente tr�s �lev�e, qui
pourrait apporter le besoin de solutions pour la mod�li-
sation des probl�mes de management des aquif�res r�a-
listes. Cet article met en lumi�re les liens entre les d�-
veloppements pass�s et les futurs moyens d’optimisation,
de gestion et de contr�le des syst�mes hydrog�ologiques.

Resumen A pesar de nuevos avances notables en hidro-
log�a estoc	stica y las adaptaciones de m�todos avanzados
de investigaci
n de operaciones, control estoc	stico, e
inteligencia artificial, las soluciones de problemas com-
plejos del mundo real en hidrogeolog�a han sido bastante
limitadas. La principal raz
n es la dependencia definitiva
en modelos de primer-principio que conducen a ecua-
ciones parciales diferencias de par	metro distribuido
complejas (PDE) a una escala dada. Mientras que la
adici
n de incertidumbre, y por lo tanto, estocasticidad o
aleatoriedad ha incrementado la profundidad y resaltado
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relaciones importantes entre la incertidumbre, confiabili-
dad, riesgo, y su efecto en la funci
n de costo, la adici
n
tambi�n ha permitido (a) introducir complejidad adicional
que resulta en potencia computacional excesiva affln para
un solo par	metro incierto/aleatorio; y (b) llevar a reco-
nocer nuestra discapacidad para evaluar la incertidumbre
completa affln cuando se incluyen todos los par	metros
inciertos. Se introduce un cambio paradigm	tico: una
adaptaci
n de nuevos m�todos de control de inteligencia
que relajar	 la dependencia en PDE estoc	sticas, r�gidas y
de uso computacional intensivo, cambiando el �nfasis
hacia un sistema de apoyo de decisiones de prop
sitos
mfflltiples (MRDS) adaptivo, flexible, y orientado a ob-
jetivos con fuerte aprendizaje sin supervisi
n (orientado a
la anticipaci
n m	s que a la predicci
n) con fuerte ca-
pacidad de optimizaci
n eficiente, lo cual podr�a aportar
las soluciones necesarias a los problemas de manejo
reales con los acu�feros. El art�culo resalta los v�nculos
entre desarrollos pasados y control/planificaci
n/optimi-
zaci
n futura de sistemas hidrogeol
gicos.

Introduction

Advances in optimal aquifer management over the last
few decades have spanned from “decision making” to
“optimization”, “planning”, and later, “control” tech-
niques, all of which could be unified as “planning–con-
trol–optimization”.

Planning/control/optimization in hydrogeology is a
domain of intersection between complex natural systems,
human industrial practice, and theoretical knowledge,
which is extremely difficult to analyze and further de-
velop; this is because, from a knowledge organization
perspective, this area of practical knowledge has been in
disarray. Knowledge related to subsurface operations
(groundwater remediation, water resources utilization, in-
situ leaching, heap leaching, oil reservoir management)
relates to many scales of representation, yet, this fact has
not been taken into account in an organized manner for
solving aquifer management problems. Fortunately, the
rapid development of aquifer management optimization
and control in recent years has laid the foundation for
such integration. These advances can be roughly divided
into three major categories:

(1) Operations research (OR)
– Decision analysis (Massmann and Freeze 1987a,

1987b; Ben-Zvi et al. 1988; Freeze et al. 1992, Freeze
and Gorelick 1999), and worth of information (Tuc-
ciarelli and Pinder 1991; James and Gorelick 1994).

– Stochastic optimization (optimization under uncer-
tainty)—using first-order approximations, small per-
turbation methods, or Monte Carlo simulations-opti-
mization (e.g., Maddock 1973; Gorelick 1987; Wag-
ner and Gorelick 1987, Wagner and Gorelick 1989;
Chan 1993, 1994; Morgan et al. 1993; Ranjithan et al.
1993; Wang and Ahlfeld 1994; Zheng and Wang
1999; Gűyagűler and Horne 2001).

(2) Control theories
– Deterministic control—deterministic feedback (DF),

differential dynamic programming (DDP), (Jones et
al. 1987; Jones 1992).

– Stochastic control—dynamic dual control or differ-
ential control, combined with differential calculus,
small perturbations, and Kalman filter or other sto-
chastic inverse models (Andricevic and Kitanidis
1990; Lee and Kitanidis 1991, 1996; Georgakakos and
Vlatsa 1991; Culver and Shoemaker 1992, 1993;
Whiffen and Shoemaker 1993; Andricevic 1993;
Philbrick and Kitanidis 1998, 2000).

(3) Artificial intelligence
– (AI; also called “soft computing” and “machine

learning”) and Search (optimization) algorithms,
particularly artificial neural networks (ANN; e.g.,
Boger and Guterman 1997; Boger 2002; Rogers and
Dowla 1994; Bhattacharya et al. 2003), genetic al-
gorithms (GA; e.g., Rogers and Dowla 1994; McK-
inney et al. 1994; Maskey et al. 2000, 2002), fuzzy
logic (FL; e.g., Dou et al. 1997; Wong et al. 2002;
Lobbrecht and Solomatine 2002), simulated annealing
(Dougherty and Marryott 1991), tabu search (Zheng
and Wang 1999), and kriging interpolation (of re-
sponse surfaces in the state space, generated by sen-
sitivity coefficients; e.g., Landa and Gűyagűler 2003).

It should be mentioned that the distinction between de-
cision analysis and optimization/control seems rather ar-
bitrary. Freeze and Gorelick (1999) suggested that “the
fundamental difference between these two approaches lies
in the fact that decision analysis considers a broad suit of
technological strategies from which one of many prede-
termined design alternatives is selected as the best, while
stochastic optimization determines the optimal pump-and-
treat design but considers only one technological strategy
at a time”. In other words, decision analysis is a crude
(low-resolution) process of searching for a discrete set of
values for the decision variables by calculating the ob-
jective function for every discrete design alternative.
Later in the text, a framework that unifies these two ap-
proaches is suggested.

On another front, the recent extension of uncertainty
theories to the conceptual models themselves (or model
structure) by Neuman (2003); and Ye et al. (2004) is an
important milestone that enables the next step in sto-
chastic optimization/control in hydrogeology and other
areas. In the following review, recent developments in
optimal watershed and surface water are not included, but
merely touch on a few recent advances in optimal aquifer
management, with some parallels in oil reservoir man-
agement, in order to highlight the links between past
developments and future optimization–planning–control
of hydrogeologic systems.
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Brief overview of stochastic optimal management

Optimization under uncertainty
Perhaps the first pioneering work in stochastic optimal
management was the stochastic farm irrigation manage-
ment analyzed by Maddock (1973), where crop prices,
pumping costs, interest rate, consumptive use, and aquifer
parameters such as transmissivity and storativity were
considered uniform but uncertain (or random), with the
goal to maximize net revenues. Groundwater flow re-
sponses were modeled as unit response functions (or re-
sponse matrix), with well pumping and drawdown being
part of the decision variables, while pumping costs de-
pended on both lift and pumping rates. In Maddock’s
work (ibid), the sensitivity analyses of the objective
function to all hydrologic and economic parameters (us-
ing a regret function to represent net revenue losses) re-
vealed higher sensitivity to economic parameters such as
crop prices than aquifer model parameters.

Feinerman et al. (1985) were the first ones to link the
effect of spatial variability with optimal management—
i.e., stochastic optimization based on geostatistics (or
random fields) of soil spatial variability of irrigation
management. The authors considered crop yield as a
function of irrigation water quantity and a 2D, normally
distributed, random soil function, and were searching for
an optimal irrigation level that maximizes the expected
net profit (the difference between spatially-averaged yield
revenue and irrigation cost) under a deterministic, risk-
neutral, and risk-averse (vs. risk-adverse) decision mak-
ing scenarios. The uncertainty in the yield function was
expressed in terms of the first two statistical moments of
the perturbed soil function, and was used explicitly in the
objective function. The authors concluded that proper
characterization of the spatial heterogeneity of soil and
crop yield could reduce irrigation water applications.

Tung (1986) used an analytical simulation model with
a random/perturbed, uniform hydraulic conductivity and
storativity, using first-order uncertainty analysis, with the
goal of maximum pumping (under transient conditions)
from a confined, uniform aquifer subject to probabilistic
drawdown constraints. Following Maddock (1972), unit
response functions were used to quantify and relate
aquifer response/drawdown to parameter randomness.
Sensitivity analyses indicated that optimal pumping rates
were sensitive to aquifer transmissivity, while almost in-
dependent of storativity. Tung (1986) was also the first
one to introduce the method of chance-constraints (or
reliability, transforming probabilistic water quality con-
straint to a deterministic one).

Wagner and Gorelick (1987) were the first to solve a
stochastic groundwater quality management of pump and
treat design (particularly, to find an optimal pumping
schedule needed to reduce contaminant concentration to
an acceptable level) based on flow and transport simula-
tions, using geostatistical formulation of uncertainty in
hydraulic conductivity, effective porosity, and longitudi-
nal and transverse dispersivities. Similar to the earlier
works by Tung and Maddock, the authors used first-or-

der1 approximation (following Dettinger and Wilson
1981), essentially linearizing the stochastic flow and
transport equations in order to allow formulations of di-
rect relationships between parameter uncertainty ex-
pressed by the first two moments (mean and covariance)
and the uncertainty/moments of the state-variables (hy-
draulic heads and contaminant concentrations, assuming
normal distribution of the latter), which then propagate to
the objective function. Parameters were estimated using
nonlinear multiple regression, while risk was evaluated
using chance-constrained optimization. They found that
parameter uncertainty significantly increased pumping
requirements (and hence, cost).

It should be mentioned that first-order approximations
constitute the most simplified stochastic models possible,
while higher order perturbations are a major tool in sto-
chastic theories (for extended description of these and
other methods, see, for example, Dagan and Neuman
1997, and Zhang 2002). Briefly, first-order approxima-
tions are limited to very small variability in parameter
values, stationary fields, steady state flow, infinite/un-
bounded domains, and consequently, cannot solve com-
plex, real world problems. Perturbation methods improve
on the first-order linearization approach by extending the
variables in Taylor series to second- and higher-orders,
(typically as power series of a small perturbation pa-
rameter) and thereby, lead to better stochastic approxi-
mations, in terms of both accuracy and control (in the
latter, the ability to evaluate hedging or offset). However,
most of the limitations of first-order approximations apply
to perturbation methods as well (i.e., low-variance, sta-
tionary fields; unbounded domains, steady state flow; e.g.,
Orr 1993). Since convergence of the series that result
from perturbation methods cannot be guaranteed, neither
does the validity of the corresponding solutions (Beran
1968; Dagan 1989); on the other hand, partial sums of
asymptotic power series (also called “semi-convergent
series”) could be very good approximations while the
complete series expansion diverges (Arfken 1985; Hinch
1991). Nevertheless, simplified first-order approximations
and more so, perturbation methods are elegant, efficient,
provide insight, and with some intuition, may be extrap-
olated to high variances (large uncertainty), non-uniform
fields, and unsteady flows.

Neuman and Orr (1993) further developed a stochastic
(integro-differential) approximation for highly heteroge-
neous, non-uniform, bounded fields with high variance
(see also Orr and Neuman 1994); their method was ap-
plied by Guadagnini and Neuman (1999), and further
extended to transient flow by Tartakovsky and Neuman
(1998). Although these stochastic theories and approxi-
mations include random boundary conditions and random
sources/sinks they are still limited to one uncertain pa-
rameter and simple geometries (yet with significant nu-
merical difficulty) and hence, cannot yet be applied to
complex, real world problems.

1 First-order Taylor series expansion of perturbations about the
mean (parameters and state variables).
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As was pointed out by Orr ( 2002a, 2002b), the tra-
ditional stochastic PDE approach suffers from several
drawbacks and inconsistencies, such as (a) ignoring un-
certainty in the models themselves, and/or model struc-
ture, all of which remain rigid; (b) employing additional
(now statistical) models with new parameters that are also
uncertain, and need to be evaluated; (c) using interpre-
tations of well tests that assume homogeneity on a “near
well” scale as the basis for conditional (stochastic) sim-
ulations; (d) using a single “dominant” parameter, on a
single scale, as the only random property (otherwise,
computations are prohibitive even for limited cases); (e)
assuming a PDF based on sparse spatial data; (f) assuming
deterministic boundary conditions despite the significant
uncertainty in it; (g) inability to capture the physics on all
scales, which leads to inability to simulate phenomena
such as front instability where micro-scale processes
(capillary and viscosity differences) and variations trigger
and promote fingering and bypassing on a grand scale.
Nevertheless, the stochastic approach is an important
basis for approximations, correlations, and physical in-
terpretations, including understanding and highlighting of
the gaps and limitations of these interpretations. A partial
solution to the problem of model uncertainty was sug-
gested by Neuman (2003), and experimented with by Ye
et al. (2004).

The Monte Carlo approach
In order to overcome the limitations of the first-order
approximation, Wagner and Gorelick (1989) used Monte
Carlo simulations (MCS), which has become the most
popular stochastic optimization and decision analysis
approach in management of groundwater and oil reser-
voirs. In this straightforward (though computer-heavy)
method, multiple equally probable realizations (or
worlds) of the uncertain parameter (distributed, perturbed
hydraulic conductivity) are generated and being employed
in one or more configurations of remediation schemes;
under this so-called stacking approach, the goal of the
repeated simulation–optimization is to find an optimal
setting (pumping and injection rates/scheduling, new well
locations) in order to satisfy a set of constraints (plume
containment) with minimum cost. In this particular work,
Wagner and Gorelick searched for the set of remediation
wells (in this case, only one remediation well) and min-
imum pumping sequences/rates that will contain the
plume for all (170) realizations, which implies 100% re-
liability (i.e., r=1) or over-design. The authors also ex-
perimented with relationships between pumping rate in
one well (which implies cost) and reliability

It should be mentioned, however, that in addition to
the simplifications implied by the stochastic approach
(mentioned above), MCS must assume certain statistical
properties that are very difficult to evaluate from field
data, and then require to generate and run many pseudo-
random simulations (500–1,000; see Orr 1993) on large,
high-resolution grids, which results in an enormous
computational burden for predictions alone, and becomes
practically prohibitive for optimization, unless far-reach-

ing simplifications are being made, as was done above (by
Wagner and Gorelick) and by Gűyagűler and Horne
(2001); where only two parameters, permeability and
porosity were considered random, and only a limited
number of MCS were performed). Of course, repeating
this chain of simulations and optimization as soon as new
information arrives is practically impossible under the
current scheme.

In terms of decision-making, MCS can only deal with
the evaluation of a proposed strategy or policy, and there
is still the issue of how to find the strategy in the first
place, i.e., how to optimize. There is a difference between
MCS methods and optimization with multiple realiza-
tions; perhaps a two-step optimization process where the
optimal strategy is found first, followed by MCS is a
better approach. As will be shown later, such an approach
implies a two-resolution decision support system.

Gorelick (1997) developed a combined simulation–
optimization model to test the sensitivity of well locations
and pumping rates under “optimal” design to uncertainty.
Chance-constraints or reliability were not investigated,
however. Different variations on the trade-off between
cost minimization (or profit maximization), reliability,
and risk, reflected by the relative number of realizations
that satisfy the requirements, have been exercised since
then from both optimization and decision analysis per-
spectives, with decision/control variables such as well
locations and pumping rates. Massmann and Freeze
(1987a, 1987b) developed a general design framework for
a waste management facility based on risk-cost-benefit
analysis, using a 2D analytical steady flow and advective
transport model that showed the effect of uncertainty on
management decisions, as well as the power and promise
of the Bayesian approach. In the design of a groundwater
control system for an open pit mine Sperling et al. (1992)
used MCS to calculate probability of failure (and hence,
risk) as the number of realizations resulting in failure over
the total number of realizations.

Morgan et al. used an integer/binary indicator ap-
proach to count realizations that violated specified con-
straints, such that an optimal pumping strategy in a cap-
ture zone design (pump and treat) for reliability r (0<r<1)
is the design that satisfies rN realizations, where N is the
total number of MCS. In their mixed integer chance
constraint programming (MICCP), Morgan et al. (ibid)
used linear programming and selective elimination of
constraints to solve the plume containment problem at
each level of reliability. Chan (1993) analyzed reliability
as a function of number of realizations, theoretically,
using Bayesian statistics. Using MCS (again), Chan
(1994) compared a reliability method similar to Morgan
et al. (1993); allowing (1r) N simulations to violate the
constraints) to a method that penalizes constraint viola-
tions in the objective function, directly. Ranjithan et al.
(1993) used ANN as a screening tool to identify most
critical realizations (worst-case scenarios) for capture
zone design. Wagner et al. (1992) also used the equivalent
varying penalty on constraint violations (in the objective
function) as a function of expected reliability (see next
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section). Gűyagűler and Horne (2001) used a Utility
Function (see Freeze et al. 1992) to calculate trade-off
between risk and projected NPV for an operating oil field.

Stochastic vs. deterministic optimization
A comprehensive field scale test of groundwater pump
and treat (P&T) optimization was performed by the US
DOD (see http://www.frtr.gov/estcp/estcp.htm and Zhang
et al. 2004). The project evaluated the benefits of apply-
ing deterministic flow and transport models and opti-
mization (i.e., simulation–optimization) versus a typical
trial-and-error approach. The goal was to determine the
best combination of well locations and pumping rates for
a P&T system, with emphasis on long-term operating cost
reduction and/or improved performance of these systems
with respect to compliance objectives (e.g., achieve
cleanup standards in less time). Transport simulation-
optimization was compared with a trial-and-error ap-
proach for three sites in the US: one in NE Oregon (op-
erating), one in Utah (operating), and one in Nebraska
(planned). For all three sites, there were two groups ap-
plying optimization algorithms and one group applying
trial-and-error as a control measure. In each case, the
groups applying the optimization algorithms found im-
proved solutions relative to the trial-and-error group. At
least theoretically, the deterministic optimization used
demonstrated substantial potential cost saving at all three
sites—by 5–50% (average improvement of about 20%),
compared to currently used trial and error practices. De-
spite the fact that uncertainty was not accounted for, this
is already encouraging. Yet, the heavy reliance on a
simplified flow and transport (PDE) model leaves some
uncertainty about the actual potential improvement. It
should be mentioned, however, that uncertainty in actu-
ally quantifying potential improvement applies to sto-
chastic methods as well, since (as will be discussed later)
the complete uncertainty could never be evaluated.

In the studies by Wagner et al. (1992), and by Wagner
and Gorelick (1987), the optimal design obtained using a
deterministic approach (using mean parameter values)
was found to be significantly (�20%) more expensive
than the one obtained by the stochastic approach. At least
in part, the increased cost could be a result of considering
mean parameter values (or estimates) as the effective (or
equivalent) values—e.g., the geometric mean in the case
of 2D log-normally distributed hydraulic conductivity.

To varying degrees, differences between costs pro-
jected by Deterministic Feedback control (using mean
parameter values rather than effective flow parameters)
and costs projected by stochastic Dual Control was found
by Andricevic and Kitanidis (1990), and Lee and Ki-
tanidis (1991). The smaller difference between deter-
ministic and stochastic solutions in the former work, as
well as overall uncertainty reduction, is attributed to the
dynamic optimization used by the authors. The “dual
control” is due to (a) feedback from monitored heads and
concentrations, and (b) updated parameter estimation
(particularly hydraulic conductivities). The latter was
performed using an extended Kalman filter, which, in

turn, improves/adjusts model predictions (the model being
linked flow and transport equations/PDE) at every time
step (and in later works—whenever new information ar-
rives), thereby reducing both uncertainty and cost. (For a
review of Kalman filtering in groundwater, see for ex-
ample, Eigbe et al. 1998.) The stochastic part in these
works (due to parameter uncertainty), is based on
asymptotic small perturbation approximations, which,
implies (a) small variance of the uncertain parameters
(hydraulic conductivity, dispersivity) and/or state vari-
ables (heads, concentrations); and (b) solving relatively
simplified (rather than real-world) problems. It is not
clear, however, how well the extended Kalman filter
could calibrate the deterministic (and erroneous) model to
provide better predictions; therefore, it is hard to judge
about the source of the difference in costs between the
stochastic and the deterministic (yet dynamic/adaptive)
control. Despite the severe practical limitations of this
approach, these attempts to use optimal dynamic control
of aquifer systems represent a milestone that calls for
further exploration and extension (later in the text).

The advantages of stochastic optimization over deter-
ministic optimization can be summarized as: (a) the in-
clusion of reliability and risk considerations (otherwise,
the reliability is 50%, and the risk is risk-neutral); (b) the
inclusion of the effect of uncertainty on cost; and (c) the
implication on the worth of information, particularly, the
effect of uncertainty on risk and network design—point-
ing to areas where data could reduce cost or increase
profit. In a recent work by Zheng and Wang (1999), by
running 200 MCS (of random hydraulic conductivity re-
alizations) and searching for best well locations and
pumping rates under uncertainty in hydraulic conductiv-
ity, the authors found that by doubling the variance of the
log-conductivity, while the mean optimal cost estimate
remained almost unchanged (increased from $2.1 to
$2.3M), the maximum cost (related to maximum reli-
ability) has almost doubled. Optimal well location was
also incorporated in optimal groundwater remediation
design by Wang and Ahlfeld (1994), using Hermite in-
terpolation functions within the finite element solution (of
the PDE), which is relatively limited compared to the
integrated approach of Zheng and Wang. The latter ap-
proach was possible by employing a highly efficient
forward solution-updating procedure (though limited to
linear flow systems) that eliminated the need for repeated
(many thousands of) simulations (for creating the search
space) as part of the optimization.

Even under the deterministic approach, major efforts
have been made to reduce the intensive forward simula-
tions (that create the state-space) within the PDE simu-
lation–optimization process. For example, Gordon et al.
(2000; in the context of optimal aquifer management
under salinization conditions) used “state sensitivity”
coefficients—the partial derivatives of heads and con-
centrations with respect to pumping rates, calculated off-
line using a full-scale finite element simulator—at points
relevant to the management problem, within the search
algorithm (in their case, a bundle-trust algorithm). Other
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authors computed these state sensitivity coefficients (in
the context of simulation-optimization) by direct differ-
entiation (Chang et al. 1992; Ahlfeld et al. 1988a; Xiang
et al. 1995). More aggressive shortcuts using sensitivity
coefficients to overcome the computational burden due to
optimization/search, are discussed later in the text.

Searching for a best new well location has been a
major challenge in oil reservoir management (Rian and
Hage 1994; Aanonsen et al. 1995; Bittencourt and Horne
1997; Pan and Horne 1998; Centilmen et al. 1999;
Gűyagűler et al. 2000; Gűyagűler and Horne 2001). The
multiple realizations approach was applied by Gűyagűler
and Horne (2001) in conjunction with the PUNQ project
(e.g., Bush et al. 2002), where MCS with a single un-
certain parameter (permeability) were followed by sto-
chastic optimization, in an attempt to find the best well
placement with respect to net present value (NPV) over
the next 16 years. Due to the site complexity and non-
linear behavior, a complete set of 3D simulations was
necessary to generate the search space in the optimization
process, and to overcome the prohibitive computational
burden, only a few calibrated realizations were actually
employed in the complete optimization process. The re-
sults indicated (a) up to 100% difference between pro-
jected production scenarios (with mean projected pro-
duction of $250M); (b) deviation of as much as 15%
between the results of calibrated, statistically similar
production simulations and a simulation using mean pa-
rameter values. Given the nonlinearity (in the parame-
ters), the uncertainty in other parameters, and the uncer-
tainty in the conceptual model itself (as well as in every
interpretation and decision along the path of building the
conceptual model), a non-optimal decision reached this
way could deviate by an order of magnitude from the true
optimum.

Optimizing with multiple objectives
Looking closely at subsurface remediation and oil reser-
voir management problems, it becomes apparent that
most operations have more than one objective, and often,
several conflicting objectives, such as minimizing cost
and maximizing reliability (or minimizing risk) or mini-
mizing contaminant mass remaining within a certain pe-
riod/zone. In the works discussed in previous sections,
multiple objectives were transformed into a single cost
function either by a weighted linear combination
(weighted sum) of the objective functions, or by turning
the remaining objectives into constraints (and as was
noticed earlier, like all constraints, the latter could be
transformed into a penalty function added to the objective
function). As was pointed out by Horn et al. (1994), and
Erickson et al. (2002), penalties and weights have been
problematic, at least with GA solutions, which are usually
very sensitive to small changes in the penalty function
coefficients and other weighting factors.

Several GA variations have been used to find all
possible trade-offs among multiple conflicting objectives.
Such solutions are non-dominated, in that there are no
other solutions superior in all attributes (“Pareto domi-

nation” of one solution by another means that the latter is
superior in at least one objective, but equal in all other
objectives). In the objective-function (or attribute) space,
the set of non-dominated solutions lies on a surface (or a
curve, if only two objectives exist) known as “Pareto
optimal frontier” (the trade-off surface, also called
“Pareto optimal set”, “non-dominated frontier”, “efficient
points”, and “admissible points”); for each point on that
curve, none of the objective functions can be further
minimized without increasing some of the remaining
objective functions; every such value of a decision vari-
able is referred to as Pareto optimal (the “best that could
be achieved without disadvantaging at least one group”).

Ritzel et al. (1994) applied two variations of GA: a
Pareto GA (Goldberg 1989) and a vector-evaluated GA
(VEGA; Schaffer 1984) to a multi-objective groundwater
pollution containment problem with uncertain hydraulic
conductivity, but certain location of the contaminated
plume; the latter is considered captured if the local hy-
draulic gradients (down-gradients) at given check pairs
are directed inward (i.e., containment rather than reme-
diation). The decision variables were pumping rates at
pre-selected potential well locations. The goal was to
minimize containment design cost, while maximizing its
reliability. The reliability was represented by the fraction
of the number of MCS (assuming a certain random hy-
draulic conductivity field) that led to containment indi-
cated by gradients at all check-pairs. The cost consisted of
both fixed well installation cost and variable cost asso-
ciated with pumping. The Pareto GA used a ranking
scheme that ordered the population according to the de-
gree of domination of each containment design. The
VEGA is based on a search for multiple solutions to
multiobjective problems simultaneously by selecting a
fraction of the next population based on the associated
values of each objective function. As mentioned by Horn
et al. (1994) the VEGA seemed capable of finding only
extreme points on the Pareto front, where one objective is
maximal, since it never selects according to trade-offs
among objectives. Indeed, in their independent compari-
son, Ritzel et al. (1994) concluded that (a) the Pareto GA
was superior to the VEGA in finding the largest portion of
the Pareto optimal solutions; (b) the trade-off curve found
by the Pareto GA was similar to the one obtained by
another optimization technique—mixed integer chance
constrained programming (MICCP) by Morgan et al.
(1993). However, according to Ritzel et al. (ibid), the
MICCP is much slower (has to be solved many times in
order to generate the trade-off curve) and practically, does
not allow including fixed cost components.

Cieniawski et al. (1995) investigated the performances
of four multi-objective groundwater monitoring problems,
with maximum reliability of the monitoring system and
minimum contaminant plume size at the time of first
detection. Reliability was represented by the percentage
of simulated plumes (in MCS with uncertain/random
hydraulic conductivity) that are detected by the well
network (hence, maximizing reliability is equivalent to
minimizing the number of undetected plumes). The con-
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taminated area was defined by the area contained (in 2D)
when a plume is first detected, summed over all plumes.
Weighted GA, VEGA, Pareto GA, and a VEGA/Pareto-
GA combination were compared by simulated annealing.
The VEGA/Pareto-GA showed to be more computation-
ally efficient and more successful in generating the largest
portion of the trade-off curve (Pareto front) than the other
GA methods.

Following Horn et al. (1994), Erickson et al. (2002)
used niched Pareto genetic algorithm (NPGA) to optimize
groundwater remediation by pump and treat, with the
goals to minimize cost (including the water treatment cost
that depends on flow rates), as well as the mass remaining
in the aquifer at the end of the remediation period, while
assuring plume containment in a homogeneous (uniform)
hypothetical aquifer (i.e., deterministic optimization).
Niching was suggested by Goldberg (1989) as a means to
prevent GA from converging to a single point on the
Pareto front; the NPGA extends the traditional GA
through the use of Pareto domination ranking (using
Pareto dominating tournament selection, where candi-
dates for the next generation are selected) and fitness
sharing (where the population is distributed over a num-
ber of different local peaks in the search space, with each
peak receiving a fraction of the population proportional to
the relative peak height; the winning candidates are those
that promote the dispersal of candidate designs along the
Pareto front). Ercikson et al. (2002) considered three test
scenarios of pumping rates from 2, 5, and 15 wells with
fixed locations, as decision variables. A single objective
GA (SGA) and a random search (RS) were applied along
with NPGA. With 15 decision variables, the NPGA was
superior to both the SGA and RS, by generating a better
trade-off curve (in one case, with 75% less mass re-
maining than the RS solution). In the 15-well scenario,
the NPGA generated the full span of Pareto optimal de-
signs, with 30% less computational effort than required
by SGA. In fact, the RS failed to find any Pareto optimal
solution. In addition, for an optimal population size (of
about 100 when limiting it to 2000 objective function
evaluations), the NPGA was found to be robust to all
other algorithm parameters (tournament size and niche
radius).

Another milestone attempt to optimize sampling de-
sign (network design) under uncertainty in hydraulic
conductivity was performed by Wagner (1995b) who at-
tempted to evaluate the trade-off between various costs of
different data types and the contribution of those data to
the improvement of model reliability, where the latter is
measured by the reduction of prediction uncertainty; the
latter was quantified by the “size” of the estimated co-
variance of model prediction errors, expressed by the
trace of the covariance matrix. In order to determine the
covariance matrix of prediction errors, a first-order ap-
proximation was used to linearize the flow and transport
equations (PDE with slightly perturbed hydraulic con-
ductivity), enabling direct relationships between param-
eter uncertainty (expressed by its estimated covariance
matrix) and prediction uncertainty. Parameter uncertainty

and model prediction uncertainty were coupled with op-
timization with the goal of identifying the mix of hy-
drogeologic information (heads, concentrations, and hy-
draulic conductivity “measurement” locations) that will
minimize prediction uncertainty for a given data collec-
tion budget. One of the stumbling blocks in the metho-
dology, noticed by Wagner was that while “overcoming”
the inherent nonlinearity in the PDE (with respect to
model parameters), a difficulty arises due to the need in a-
priori uncertainty estimates of both parameters and model
predictions; that is, the evaluation of these covariances
implies the need in adaptive, dynamic (evolving) opti-
mization—of the kind described in the next section.

Wagner (1995b) compared between two optimization
methods: a branch-and-bound algorithm and a GA (an-
other combinatorial search method, simulated annealing,
was used earlier for network design optimization by
Chrsitakos and Killam 1993). A series of synthetic ex-
amples were used to explore the effect of different sam-
pling scenarios. trade-off curves were computed using
traditional GA and manual (sequential) changes in sam-
pling budget. The numerical experiments emphasized the
importance of network design for prediction reliability (in
this case, using a rigid PDE model with simplistic/limited
uncertainty) and the complex trade-off relationships be-
tween cost of information, types of data, and prediction
uncertainty. It was found that the GA method identified
near optimal solutions with just a small fraction of the
computational effort needed by the branch and bound
algorithm. For the particular model used (including goal
definition and all simplifications), it was concluded that
the network design model was able to efficiently identify
the mix of hydrogeologic information that maximizes
information return for a given sampling budget. The next
step would be incorporation of such network design
models in a comprehensive remediation optimization, or
better, in a dynamic control system (described next). Two
other worth-mentioning recent works on multi-objective
optimization are by Loughlin et al. (2001), Kumar and
Ranjithan (2002), and Reed and Minsker (2004).

It is apparent from all of the above works that reducing
uncertainty leads to reducing cost; hence, there is a need
in continuous, optimal monitoring, updating, re-analyz-
ing, and re-modeling. The main efforts in this direction
have branched into (a) decision analysis and (b) dynamic,
sequential optimization/control. In the following, the fo-
cus is on the latter.

Dynamic control of aquifer management
As has been implied earlier, optimization of dynamic
systems under uncertainty is very difficult because the
number of alternatives explodes in any realistic repre-
sentation of the system, particularly where dynamic pro-
gramming is employed in stochastic problems with nu-
merous state variables. This phenomenon is often de-
scribed graphically as the “dimensionality curse” (Phil-
brick and Kitanidis 1998; Yakowitz 1982).

Under the dynamic control approach, inverse modeling
(i.e., updating/calibrating the uncertain parameters in a
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flow and transport model) is done parallel to the opti-
mization process, while feedback control rules enable
changing of pumping rates in response to changing hy-
draulic heads. In the following, a brief review on recent
developments along this path is listed.

Following Tse et al. (1973) and Bar-Shalom (1981),
Andricevic and Kitanidis (1990) combined an adaptive
dual control method of joint feedback and parameter es-
timation (using an extended Kalman filter) with stochastic
control derivation, with the goal of minimizing remedia-
tion/containment cost while optimizing both sampling and
control actions. By using the method of small perturba-
tions, the objective function was divided into a deter-
ministic and a stochastic part. Differential dynamic pro-
gramming was used to compute the deterministic control
(similar to Murray and Yakowitz 1979; Yakowitz 1986;
Jones et al. 1987), while the solution of the stochastic part
of the objective function was obtained analytically using
stochastic control techniques applied to the governing
flow and transport equations (PDE), with challenging
mathematical derivation that requires a twice differen-
tiable cost function. The on-line parameter estimation fed
into the flow equation and enabled updating of both state
variable estimates and state covariances. The method was
applied to a hypothetical 1D aquifer, and did not account
explicitly for inequality constraints. In terms of formula-
tion of the objective function, the following highlights are
worth mentioning: (a) the goal is to minimize the average
(estimated, probabilistic) cost function; (b) the cost
function is separable in stages, and according to the dy-
namic programming approach, whatever the initial state
and initial decision are, the remaining (future) decisions/
solutions should constitute an optimal solution based on
the current state. That is, the problem is reduced to
finding a current optimal control variable, given an ob-
jective function over the remaining (future) periods, and
given the current information state which includes all
relevant a priori knowledge of the system and its history
of observations and control; probabilistically, this infor-
mation state is the conditional probability density func-
tion of the state at the current period conditioned on all
past information; consequently, the cost function depends
on uncertainty, directly. The two hidden elements in this
approach are: (a) the Bayesian approach, and (b) learning
(from past experience).

Georgakakos and Vlatsa (1991) suggested a mathe-
matical formulation of the stochastic control problem (of
capture zone optimization) almost identical to that of
Andricevic and Kitanidis (1990). Their work was classi-
fied as a discrete “open loop feedback” (OLF) control
method, with the basic premise of using all available in-
formation to estimate all present and future uncertainties,
solving the management problem over the designated
control horizon, applying the optimal control action
(pumping or injection) during the current time period, and
repeating this process at the next decision time. Here too,
the flow equations were treated as a dynamical state-
space system using finite element and finite difference
techniques, considering (both) transmissivities and

boundary conditions uncertain/random, and hence, per-
turbed (slightly) in a simplified, two-layer aquifer system.
The goal was to minimize pumping (and treatment) costs
while maintaining hydraulic heads close to target values.
The results (a) provided insight into system response
under uncertainty; (b) quantified trade-offs between sat-
isfying goals and minimizing uncertainty; (c) emphasized
the effect of management decisions at any stage on model
predictions in the next step. The authors showed that the
problem’s complexity could be considerably reduced by
splitting the performance index terms into mean head
values and head covariance elements. In addition, explicit
optimization with respect to mean heads combined with
sensitivity analysis appeared to be an effective manage-
ment approach.

The work of Lee and Kitanidis (1991) extended the
methodology of the earlier work of Andricevic and Ki-
tanidis (1990) on optimal estimation and scheduling of
aquifer remediation under uncertainty, by allowing more
complexity to be introduced, particularly, 2D spatial
variability and various constraints. Again, the advantage
of the method includes (a) real time (dynamic) feedback
from measurements; (b) joint (on-line) parameter esti-
mation–optimization; and (c) stochastic optimization that
accounts for uncertainty. Subject to constraints and a
specified reliability of meeting water quality requirements
for a current period, the method minimizes the expected
value of the cost in the next (remaining) periods. Here
too, an extended Kalman filter was incorporated on line to
improve the accuracy of the estimated state variables and
parameters using updated information. A comparison
between (adaptive) deterministic feedback control and the
stochastic control formulated by Lee and Kitanidis
showed a clear cost reduction using the stochastic control
formulation, with increasing difference as the uncertainty
increases. Despite the improvement (on Andricevic and
Kitanidis 1990) in its ability to handle more complex
problems (2D rather than 1D problems and more general
constraints), this very attractive method is not yet suitable
for complex real world problems. One of the important
insights that emerged in this implementation of stochastic
control is the “probing” and “caution” effects highlighted
by Bar-Shalom (1981); the effect of the stochastic/per-
turbation part in the dual-control example of Lee and
Kitanidis is that of sensitivity analysis and system exci-
tation (the “probing” effect) followed by measurements
and gaining information about system parameters that
resulted in a substantial improvement (similar to the ef-
fect of multiple pumping tests). According to the authors,
the dual control anticipates how the actual (future) state
will deviate from estimated state currently in hand, and
steers the system to mitigate possible losses (the “caution”
effect). These two effects (of probing and anticipation/
caution) imply yet another effect—that of learning.

Chang et al. (1992) used differential dynamic pro-
gramming to determine the benefits of time-varying op-
timal groundwater pumping policies, with the goal to
reduce groundwater concentrations (of a contaminant) to
acceptable levels. It was demonstrated that static pumping
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policies would cost 45–75% more than policies that allow
time-varying pumping rates, where the management
model can “track” the contaminant plume.

Culver and Shoemaker (1992) extended the work of
Chang et al. (1992) to include management periods that
are greater than the simulation time steps (and hence,
more practical and cost saving). Culver and Shoemaker
(1993) used quasi-Newton approximated second deriva-
tives of the transition function (that models/transforms the
system from one state to the next; in the groundwater
contamination case, it consists of the matrices generated
by the finite element model at each time step) in order to
reduce the number of iterations needed for convergence
and overall computational time in the differential dy-
namic programming.

A more substantial use of the second derivatives of the
transition function in a constrained differential dynamic
programming (DDP, in a complete form) was made by
Whiffen and Shoemaker (1993), with respect to a general
case pump and treat remediation, including pumping
scheduling and finding the best well location. The authors
used these derivatives to generate feedback laws with the
aid of the penalty function method (which converts the
constrained optimal control problem to unconstrained
optimization, and consequently, allows flexibility in the
response of the feedback laws to violation of constraints).
These feedback laws describe relationships between re-
quired corrections of the control variables and weighted
deviations of observed states from the predicted states.
The goal was to find the relationships between the second
derivatives of the transition function and evolutionary
feedback laws, where the latter relate deviations from
(and hence, required corrections to) optimal pumping
schedule and deviations of heads and concentrations from
their anticipated states, through weights discovered/as-
signed to these state deviations. The methods requires, as
a first step, to employ a deterministic model and initial
“optimal” pumping policy, which enables building the
first transition function, and finding relationships between
control and state deviations. The feedback laws are ob-
tained by adjusting the relative weight assigned to each
penalty function (corresponding to each control variable).

Notice that if the evolutionary nature of the feedback
laws is disregarded, the simple linear relationships ex-
pressed by the feedback laws (between observed devia-
tion and required action) resembles the inverse of the
response functions of Maddock (1973) and of other sim-
ilar action-response functions (described later in the text).
Notice also that while the transition function is derived
from the flow and transport model (which is an elaborated
response function model), the feedback law represents
cause–effect rules (much like the inverse of the transition
function) that compensate for model errors, regardless of
the source of the errors. It is also interesting to note that
the evolution of the feedback laws over time has an ele-
ment of memory and learning (from past cause–effect
relationships).

The results of the simplistic example provided by
Whiffen and Shoemaker (1993) showed to be robust and

efficient in terms of reducing cost (by 4–51% less than
optimization without using a feedback law) as well as
required computer time, for up to 25% deviations from
the mean of the parameter (i.e., uncertainty up to
CV=0.25). The authors noted that larger fluctuations/un-
certainty would have to be tested to determine further
robustness. Other weaknesses are (a) exclusion of net-
work design (or worth of information); (b) the depen-
dency on a twice-differentiable transition function asso-
ciated with the specific DDP method; (c) lack of a link
between uncertainty and reliability or risk. On the other
hand, this is the first control/optimization method that
frees itself not only from the need in a rigorous, well
defined statistical/uncertainty model (with assumed PDF,
correlation structure, etc.) but also from both parameter
and model errors, yet without neglecting uncertainty, and
indirectly, reducing it, which makes this work a milestone
that calls for continuation.

Coupling of optimization with network design has
been explored by many investigators, including Maddock
(1973; mentioned above), Massmann and Freeze (1987a,
1987b), Tucciarelli and Pinder (1991), and James and
Gorelick (1994). In the context of dynamic control, An-
dricevic (1993) coupled sequential development of the
groundwater withdrawal management with sampling
strategies, dynamically. The withdrawal design is solved
using a closed-loop stochastic control (dual control)
method that includes anticipation of future observation
locations, as well as decomposition of the objective
function into deterministic and stochastic parts. The in-
clusion of uncertainty in the objective function leads to
trade-off between cost of new wells and uncertainty re-
duction. The sampling network design method sequen-
tially selects new measurement locations based on the
combined effect of head (state variable) uncertainty at
that location, and the sensitivity of the objective function
to that uncertainty. More specifically, new sampling lo-
cations are selected based on the product of the sensitivity
of the stochastic part of the objective function and the
modeled (predicted) head variance at that location, i.e.,
the sensitivity (of the cost function) to head uncertainty is
weighted by the magnitude of the prediction error—and
vice versa (the prediction error is weighted by the sensi-
tivity of the objective function to this error). In addition,
the Bayesian approach was employed to condition new
measurements by existing information. The head uncer-
tainty is evaluated by a first-order, second-moment
groundwater flow model, where the head uncertainty is
linked to uncertainty in hydraulic conductivity, boundary
conditions, recharge, and leakage. The hypothetical ex-
ample showed that a sampling strategy designed solely on
the basis of reducing uncertainty in hydraulic heads would
not necessarily result in minimizing the overall cost
function.

A similar conclusion on best new observation well
locations under uncertainty was drawn in the work of
James and Gorelick (1994), who explored the worth of
data collection for groundwater remediation design, ex-
tending the Bayesian approach of Freeze et al. (1992) to
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characterize (or locate) a contaminant plume, and contain
it via pump and treat. A hypothetical contamination
problem was used, where uncertainty in plume location
and extent are caused by uncertainty in source location,
source release rate over time, and aquifer heterogeneity.
The goal was to find the optimum number and best lo-
cations for constructing a sequence of observation wells
that will minimize the total remediation and sampling
cost. The simplified problem assumed 2D steady-state
advective transport, simple sorption/retardation, and re-
mediation costs proportional to discharge rate. The con-
taminant plume was considered binary (1 if any concen-
tration detected, and 0 otherwise). The authors did not
consider well construction cost or its compensation by
converting observation wells into pumping wells later in
the process. The methodology was a step-wise approach;
prior analysis included MCS, considering hydraulic con-
ductivity, source location along a landfill boundary, and
source release time as random variables, in order to first
map probabilities of plume location and estimate initial
remediation cost. Preposterior analyses consisting of
simple indicator kriging was used to evaluate cost-effec-
tiveness of a new sample (one at a time). Posterior anal-
yses considered hypothetical new sample information,
which led to revised prediction of plume location, asso-
ciated probabilities, and remediation cost, using MCS
(again) and discarding all the simulations that “missed”
the “measured” (binary) concentration at the new sample
location. This process repeated itself, adding monitoring
wells until the cost of additional monitoring well exceeds
the expected value of sample information.

The results of James and Gorelick (ibid) indicated that
the optimum number of observation wells was particu-
larly sensitive to the mean hydraulic conductivity, as well
as its variance (hence, to uncertainty), the annual discount
rate, operating cost, and unit sample cost, but insensitive
to the correlation length of the random hydraulic con-
ductivity field. It was found that randomly located sam-
ples were not cost-effective, while, interestingly, zones of
greater uncertainty in plume presence were not the best
candidates for sampling location. It is interesting to note
that regardless of the grand simplifications and severe
limitations, the sequential use of the Bayesian approach in
the work of James and Gorelick (ibid) leads (naturally) to
a gradual increase in resolution and improvement of the
management model (both groundwater monitoring and
decision making) regarding remediation under uncer-
tainty. That is, new sample information decreases uncer-
tainty and increases accuracy and resolution of the de-
lineated plume, as well as the resolution in the state space,
which enables moving both the monitoring system and
remediation closer to optimality. Moreover, the works by
Andricevic, James and Gorelick, and others have made it
clear that (a) characterization and monitoring could result
in return on investment even at advanced stages of the
aquifer management, and (b) modeling, optimization/
control, and characterization are inseparable, and there-
fore, should be integrated from the start in order to solve
any real-world hydrogeologic problem.

Artificial intelligence in hydrogeology
Artificial intelligence (AI; also termed “soft computing”
and “machine learning”) methods such as artificial neural
networks (ANN), genetics algorithms (GA), fuzzy logic
(FL), probabilistic reasoning, simulated annealing, and
tabu search, have been used increasingly in hydrogeolo-
gy, and reservoir management (e.g., Wong et al. 2002),
frequently in the context of integration. Good reviews,
examples, and many good references on artificial neural
network (ANN) and genetic algorithms (GA) are provided
by several authors, including Goldberg (1989), Rogers
and Dowla (1994), Ranjithan et al. (1993), Zheng and
Wang (2002), and Boger (2002). In the following, only a
few features are highlighted.

A few comments

1. Like any other model, ANN requires calibration or
parameter estimation, which implies inverse solutions,
particularly, with respect to the assignment of (a)
connection weights and (b) the number of neurons in
the hidden layer. GA, conjugate gradient methods, and
other optimization methods have been used to search
for the best set of connection weights.

2. Efficient training of large-scale ANN was published by
Guterman (1994), starting from non-random initial
connection weights. Boger and Guterman (1997)
published algorithms to optimize the number of hidden
neurons, and to analyze the trained ANN for subse-
quent dimensionality reduction, leading to an optimal
set of inputs after repeated retraining and dimension-
ality reduction. These developments were then suc-
cessfully applied to modeling the operation of a large
wastewater treatment plant (Boger 1992). Bhat-
tacharya et al. (2003) augmented ANN with Rein-
forcement Learning, in order to shift the emphasis to
goal-oriented learning, and close the loop of agent-
environment decision processes (so far, only for sur-
face-water management; more on this concept in the
following sections).

3. With respect to GA, as was noticed by Gűyagűler et al.
(2000), some of the same characteristics that make the
GA robust and powerful (e.g., the fact that it does not
need to search from all states at all times) also make it
slow and inexact in refinement of the solution. Typi-
cally, the GA has rapid initial progress during the
search, but has problems locating the final optimal
solution, and thus requires hybridization with other,
local optimization method, such as the highly efficient
Gauss-Newton or Levenberg-Marquardt algorithms.

4. Despite a common claim that GA is a “global opti-
mization” technique, there is no proof or reason to be-
lieve that this is indeed so, and some examples testify to
the contrary (e.g., Kessler and Goldberg 2004). Nev-
ertheless, Maskey et al. (2002) discuss GA and other
search algorithms aiming at global optimization. One of
these algorithms, “adaptive cluster covering” (ACCO),
resembles two levels of resolution, using concepts of
grouping and clustering (discussed later).
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The works by Rogers and Dowla (1994), Rogers et al.
(1995; and later, Gűyagűler et al. 2000, and Maskey et al.
2000) constitute a milestone in the use of AI tools in
hydrogeology, particularly, in finding a compromise be-
tween extensively complex and extensively simplified
approaches by combining ANN and other “proxies” with
GA to design optimal aquifer remediation and best new
well placement. Rogers and Dowla ‘trained’ an ANN by
using multiple deterministic flow and transport simula-
tions of a complex aquifer under a pump and treat oper-
ation, then used the efficient ANN as a replacement
(“proxy”) for the cumbersome, slow simulator. Due to the
limited extrapolation power of the ANN, many model
runs are needed for the training to cover the expected span
of possibilities (in the search space), to enable optimiza-
tion of pumping and injection schedules. Although the
method used is deterministic, as pointed out by the au-
thors, it could, in principle become stochastic, by gener-
ating multiple realizations and running Monte Carlo
simulations (MCS), and/or combining it with the method
of Ranjithan et al. (1993) to find most critical realizations.
However, this would still result in either prohibitive
computer power or suboptimal solutions. In any case, the
works by Rogers and co-workers is a milestone and a step
in the right direction.

There is a parallel between the use of ANN, and other
proxies, such as the early development of response
functions by Maddock (1973). Wagner (1995a) noticed
that the neural network approach presented by Rogers and
Dowla bears some similarity to the multiple regression
approach used by Alley (1986) in which a regression
model is developed to map the output model predictions
as functions of the input pumping rates, and then use these
regression equations in an optimization model to deter-
mine optimal management strategies. Along this line,
Landa and Gűyagűler (2003) used sensitivity coefficients
as proxies for a reservoir simulator, producing “response
surfaces”, and followed by kriging interpolation to en-
hance the search; since kriging implies smoothing, the
method implies reducing the resolution of the search
space.

Eidi et al. (1994) used polynomial function as a proxy
for a reservoir simulator, while admitting that accuracy
becomes an issue when the model is complicated and
there is an extensive or difficult-to-match production
history. Local “production curves” or “well performance
models” have also been used in some complex cases of
two-phase oil–gas reservoirs as proxies for complex,
highly nonlinear, time-consuming models, using cause–
effect relationships between production, fluid composi-
tion, and pressures in producing and injection wells, over
time, using curve fitting/regression (Stoisits et al. 1999).
Again, although this expedites the computations by orders
of magnitude, it has very limited extrapolation power.

A few conclusions: uncertainty, barriers,
and partial solutions
The collection of the variety of current methods used for
optimal management of groundwater and oil reservoirs
could be organized and summarized roughly by the dia-
gram shown in Fig. 1a. The most common subset of these
methods is sketched in Fig. 1b. The adaptations of
methods from the different disciplines of operations re-
search, stochastic control theories, and artificial intelli-
gence have enriched the field of hydrogeology with new
insight, such as:

(a) the effect of uncertainty (even if just in one parame-
ter) on optimal management and cost;

(b) the inseparability of the various components of opti-
mal remediation management, such as optimal
scheduling and best new well location for either
pumping/injection or new monitoring wells;

(c) the inseparability between optimal management and
characterization;

(d) how parameter uncertainty is related to reliability and
risk,

(e) how parameter uncertainty translates to additional
cost;

(f) the effect of probing the system, system anticipation,
and the “caution” that follows it, as well as the sim-
ilarity between the effects of sensitivity analyses,
random perturbations, and response functions and
their “inverse”—weighted feedback laws;

(g) the ability to compensate for unknown model errors
by determining appropriate weighted feedback poli-
cies, particularly under dynamic feedback control;

(h) the hidden forms of memory and learning that exist in
some statistical models (e.g., Bayesian statistics),
particularly where recursive/evolutionary information
processing takes place, as is the case in some dynamic
control systems, and particularly where such pro-
cessing results in corresponding feedback;

(i) the strength of Bayesian approaches in both estima-
tion and uncertainty reduction.

Notice that the emphasis has shifted from model predic-
tions to system anticipation, which is the anticipation of
the effect that a control action would have on the goal,
which is the effect on the cost function. Likewise, sen-
sitivity analysis (of predictions to parameter variations)
has shifted to sensitivity of the cost/objective function to
parameter and state uncertainties, which changes the ex-
perimental design and overall planning.

However, despite all of the powerful new methods and
the progress that has been made in modeling, optimiza-
tion, and control of uncertain hydrogeologic systems, the
ability to solve real world problems is still very limited.
The main reason is that all the methods introduced so far
rely heavily on solutions of a rigid model that consists of
coupled partial differential equations (PDE), which orig-
inally required an accurate knowledge of all the hydraulic,
geochemical, and thermodynamic properties of the het-
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erogeneous aquifer in order to predict system behavior
and enable problem solution. Obviously, if this does not
happen, these equations are bound to mislead the modeler.
The stochastic approach has been trying to overcome this
fault, only to reveal (a) how wrong models are when
disregarding uncertainty (e.g., Neuman and Guadagnini
1999), and (b) that the uncertainty could never be cap-
tured more than partially (Neuman 2003). Yet, modelers
cannot depart from these equations because they reflect
the basic physical principles of flow, transport, and en-
ergy transfer, help to understand cause and effect, and
translate control action to state response, even if just
roughly. Unable or unwilling to find a replacement for
these equations/models, modelers accept that all model
parameters, as well as the models themselves, are un-
certain, and therefore random, or stochastic, and conse-
quently, end up with stochastic PDE and stochastic con-
trol. Even when assuming that the stochastic models
capture the mean world/aquifer behavior and the uncer-
tainty associated with it (a quite pretentious assumption),
modelers are stuck with either over simplistic models or
with prohibitive computer power.

Notice that the most advanced stochastic control
methods (above) cannot handle more than one random
variable at a time, and cannot handle complex 3D ge-
ometries with data gaps, or multiphase flow, or chemical/
biological reactions, which leaves all the above stochastic
solutions merely as exercises that (at best) provide insight

rather solutions to complex real world problems, unless a
highly simplified model is being used (e.g., Lee and Ki-
tanidis 1996).

Neuman (2003) admits that “Hydrologic analyses
typically rely on a single conceptual model of site hy-
drogeology. Yet hydrologic environments are complex,
rendering them prone to multiple interpretations and
mathematical descriptions. Adopting only one of these
may lead to statistical bias and underestimation of un-
certainty”. Neuman (2003) and later, Ye et al. (2004),
proposed a Maximum Likelihood Bayesian averaging of a
set of acceptable models in a framework that incorporates
site characterization and monitoring data in order to en-
able optimal combination of prior information (knowl-
edge and data) and model predictions. Neuman’s strategy
is based on a comprehensive strategy suggested by Neu-
man and Wierenga (2003), in which they classify uncer-
tainties as arising from “incomplete definitions of (a) the
conceptual framework that determines model structure,
(b) spatial and temporal variations in hydrologic variables
that are either not fully captured by the available data or
not fully resolved by the model, and (c) the scaling be-
havior of hydrogeologic variables”. Therefore, “There
thus appears to be no way to assess the uncertainty of
hydrologic predictions in an absolute sense, only in a
conditional or relative sense”. (Neuman 2003). In other
words, modelers cannot truly quantify total uncertainty,
only partial (e.g., parameter) uncertainty, in some relative

Fig. 1 a The union of all
methods used for optimal aqui-
fer management (ANN artificial
neural networks; FL fuzzy log-
ic; GA genetic algorithms) b A
schematic view of the typical
approach to aquifer optimiza-
tion (NN neural networks; MCS
Monte Carlo simulations); NPV
net present value; PDE partial
differential equation)
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sense; however, modelers could (and should) still strive to
reduce uncertainty.

Based on the strategy of Neuman and Wierenga and on
the well-established Bayesian Model Averaging (BMA;
e.g., Hoeting et al. 1999), Neuman (2003) developed a
methodology that combines the prediction of several
competing models (deterministic or stochastic) and as-
sesses their joint predictive uncertainty. The general ef-
fect of the BMA (as in any averaging) is that of de-
creasing resolution and bounding the uncertainty (reduc-
ing it with respect to the most uncertain model that is still
acceptable). In the following section, a multiresolutional
framework is introduced, which could integrate Neuman’s
Bayesian approach with the advanced characterization/
sampling and optimization/control (of aquifer manage-
ment) described above in a natural and efficient way.

One of the major contributions of the stochastic ap-
proach is in quantifying the effect of conditioning and
uncertainty reduction via correlations among variables.
As will be shown in the following sections, our proposed
approach, which is also stochastic in nature, extends be-
yond linear statistical correlations, to include many types
of associations among variables on all relevant scales, in
unique multiresolutional (MR) knowledge representa-
tions, which maximize the information hidden in inter-
dependencies among these variables, on all levels of
resolution, free from any particular single-scale model.
By maximizing extraction of information, the MR ap-
proach effectively reduces uncertainty and overcomes
lacking and corrupted information.

The future optimization/control system

Review of current approach
The current structure of aquifer management and char-
acterization is depicted in Fig. 1b. This is a structure of
serial, segregated, and isolated “disciplines” that process
the information from geophysics to geology and site
characterization, filtered into flow and transport models,
and then (finally) to optimization/planning.

Figure 1b illustrates the process of current model
construction, with the different subsystems that partici-
pate in the planning, analysis, interpretations, modeling,
and optimization of groundwater remediation and aquifer
management, in general. Among the items not included in
the figures are remediation alternatives, well pattern de-
sign, injection and pumping, airflow or air sparging,
slurry walls, and well construction, all of which are in-
terdependent, and are linked to decision making.

Blocks 1 and 2, and, to some extent, Block 3, represent
site characterization, construction of the conceptual
model(s), and subsequent aquifer management. Note that
while geophysics (Block 1) dominates the initial charac-
terization stage, resistivity, micro-gravity, gamma rays,
and various waveform methods are used at all stages of
aquifer remediation development. Typically, the concep-
tual model (Block 3) of the flow and transport charac-
teristics at the site is an undeclared part of the modeling;

this is where all the geology is filtered, upscaled, and
translated into the model’s parameters, which inherently
entails averaging and discarding of information (acting as
a low-band filter), including small scale features that may
be crucial (in which case, their large-scale influences
would be modeled as new large-scale parameters—e.g.,
dispersion coefficient). Most of the assumptions and de-
cisions related to the representation of a contaminated
aquifer are made at the conceptual model stage, and are
subject to the modeler’s understanding and experience.

Block 4 is the current quantitative “brain”/predictor,
typically a solver of coupled PDE plus constitutive rela-
tionships, or less commonly, cell models (implying or-
dinary differential equations, or ODE representation), and
simplifying proxies (as mentioned above). The embedded
upscaling in these models, and the loss of information
associated with it, obstruct the ability of inverse modeling
to feedback from the groundwater model (4) to the geo-
logical model (2), except for special cases where certain
disparity exists between the measuring window and the
scale of the geologic feature, and where only a piece of
the puzzle is missing (e.g., in a pumping test, with an
appropriate monitoring system), or in dual porosity sys-
tems where the rock properties are well characterized on
all scales. Typical inverse or calibration procedures de-
termine some local aquifer parameters that fit a particular
(and hence, uncertain) model. Subsequent interpretations
of geologic features based on inverse modeling or model
calibration are, therefore, speculative. This is why even in
a relatively simple aquifer test, where analytical inverse
procedures are being used to determine aquifer parame-
ters on a local scale, problems of identifiability and
nonuniqueness already emerge and hinder parameter es-
timation, while geologic interpretations based on such
tests are ambiguous and frequently speculative.

Though the need to integrate characterization and
aquifer management has long been recognized, progress
in this direction has been slow, and fragmented results
still dominate the field. The main reason for this is the
need to translate information among the subsystems—
from geophysics to geology, and from geology to con-
ceptual models, and then to flow and transport properties
(on a particular scale), and perform all of these transla-
tions on different scales of information, with different
geometric and stratigraphic representations, with over-
whelming uncertainty at each stage.

Neuman and Wierenga (2003) proposed a systematic
and comprehensive approach that considers all the above
stages of model building, including site characterization,
hydrogeologic conceptualization, development of the
conceptual-mathematical model structure, parameter es-
timation based on monitored system behavior, while ac-
counting jointly for uncertainties that arise at each stage.
As was mentioned above, their analysis confirms the in-
ability to assess prediction uncertainty in an absolute
sense—only in a relative sense; nevertheless, the insight
obtained and subsequent corrective measures to reduce
uncertainty justify striving to quantify it, even if only in a
relative sense. Ultimately, however, the goal is to reduce
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uncertainty in order to reach the true optimum—whether
uncertainty can be assessed or not.

In an example of heap leaching management of a
relatively well-defined and controlled hydro-geologic
operation, Orr (2002b), and Orr and Vesselinov (2002)
modeled basic leaching processes (flow and transport) in
hypothetical heaps (constructed geostatistically based on
knowledge of the effect of heap construction methods on
heap structure), in order to recommend heap structure and
irrigation scheduling and patterns that would maximize
leaching efficiency. This exercise showed that despite the
power, beauty, accuracy, and sophistication of the high-
resolution finite element, two-phase flow and transport
models used, the models could only predict general be-
havior patterns—unable to provide everyday optimal heap
leaching management. The only tool that could possibly
provide such daily optimization would be a closed-loop
control system, preferably, intelligent, on several scales,
using high-resolution resistivity (HRR; see Fink 2000,
2001, and Ferr� et al. 2004) to map moisture variations
within the heap, over time.

The future control system for hydrogeology
Given all the milestones and knowledge accumulated to
date, it is possible to shape the future control/optimization
system that will provide the needed breakthrough from pure
sciences to practice, and solve real-world hydrogeologic
problems within a reasonable budget, time, and computer
power. How could all of the accumulated knowledge and
new insight be integrated, as well as recognizing the illu-
sive uncertainty and unavoidable limitations? This question
has been asked in other areas of engineering, particularly
the area of robotics and intelligent control. In fact, it seems
that every problem in the world ends (or should end) with
optimization, just like a robot that needs to learn and move
and find the best path from point A to point B.

One of the first attempts to combine machine intelli-
gence (particularly ANN and FL) with real time control
(i.e., fundamental intelligent control) in water resources
was made by Lobbrecht and Solomatine (2002) for urban
flood control. Formally, intelligent control is the inter-
section between operations research, control theories, and
artificial intelligence (illustrated in Fig. 2), benefiting
from the advantages of these methods and eliminating
their limitations. Under the intelligent control framework,
decision analysis, games, image and pattern recognition,
adaptation to uncertain media, self-organization, and
planning and scheduling of operations are all included
without requiring a preferred mathematical model. Much
of the information is presented in a descriptive manner,
and the initial assumptions and conceptual models are
being challenged during the process of problem solving,
and then during the process of control.

The leading methodology within Intelligent Control is
the multiresolutional approach, specifically, the mul-
tiresolutional decision support system (MRDS; Meystel
1986, 1991, 1995, 2003; Meystel and Uzzaman 2000;
Meystel and Albus 2002), which is capable of controlling
“hard to compute”, complex, multi-scale, hierarchical

systems and processes such as control (planning and op-
timization) of characterization and remediation of con-
taminated heterogeneous aquifers. In particular, the
MRDS is capable of continually integrating hydraulic and
chemistry data with geologic and geophysical information
on all relevant scales and systems levels, in a unified,
adaptive, multiresolutional representation built to direct
the aquifer management to its optimal goals.

This future system will integrate the inseparable site
characterization and aquifer management, and will opti-
mize control of all groundwater remediation operations,
including tasks such as optimizing new well placement/
location, pumping and injection scheduling, real-time in-
situ crystallization (Ziegenbalg 2000), in-situ leaching
and heap leaching, managing reactive barriers, or bio-
logical curtains, with goals such as minimum cost, max-
imum yield, and maximum information. The use of au-
tonomous multiresolutional (MR) approach in unmanned
machines, spray casting robots, and power plants, has
resulted in substantial reduction of data complexity and
substantial increase in computation efficiency (by several
orders of magnitude). Other advantages of the MR ap-
proach are the ability to integrate interpretations and
predictions of existing models such as PDE-based models,
geostatistics, and various artificial intelligence methods,
within a multiresolutional knowledge structure. The latter
accounts directly for various cross-associations among the
different variables, on different scales and levels of res-
olution—not just statistical linear dependence (i.e., cor-
relations) employed in geostatistics. Consequently, the
future tool will not be limited to the rigid serial structure
of Geophysics � Geology � Modeling, and thus could
benefit from the advantages of such a narrow modeling

Fig. 2 Intelligent control as the integration of three disciplines
(Saridis 1985)
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path, while eliminating its limitations, including problems
of upscaling (from the geologic model to the hydrologic
model), feedback (from the flow and transport model
back to the geological model), misrepresentation (by un-
certain models with uncertain parameters), and overall
loss of information. This effective tool will be based on
the original multiresolutional methodology, in a manner
similar to other successful applications in the areas of
robotics and power plant optimization2 (Meystel and Al-
bus 2002; Albus et al. 1993; Meystel and Uzzaman 2000;
Corson et al. 1995). MRDS has been developed over the
years as a concept for planning and control of large,
complex, and under-represented systems. These systems
are known for their decomposability and the advantage of
considering the results of decomposition as a hierarchical
system. Such hierarchical structures dominate both natu-
ral phenomena and man-made operations.

In the multiresolutional world of interdependent and
nested hierarchies of spatial scales, time scales, and
management of operations, both knowledge and decision-
making can be processed in the most efficient way. The
fact that many natural geologic media tend to arrange
itself in hierarchical scales of heterogeneity has been es-
tablished and addressed in many publications—e.g.,
Cushman (1984, 1986, 1990), Dagan (1986, 1989), Mei
and Auriault (1989), and Neuman (1990). Such natural
hierarchical organization calls for an MR knowledge
representation. In fact, model structure, particularly
boundary conditions, is simply a low-resolution feature in
a multiresolutional world. In that sense, the maximum
likelihood Bayesian model averaging (MLBMA) ap-
proach suggested by Neuman (2003) implies transitions
from high to low-resolution representations.

In terms of aquifer management, particularly remedi-
ation operations, the MR hierarchical management system
can be sketched as shown in Fig. 3, with three levels of
resolution: at the highest level of the hierarchy, the re-
mediation management is seen as an inseparable whole; at
the lower levels, the remediation management is seen as
sequential-parallel processes. Notice that this is in con-
trast with the serial process shown in Fig. 1b.

At the lowest level of the hierarchy, each of the pro-
cesses is decomposed into components or sub-processes.
In fact, all systems can be represented in this way: as a
hierarchy of processes and sub-processes. Indeed,
groundwater remediation, oil reservoirs, in-situ- and heap
leaching-operations, and water resources, in general, are
hierarchical in several ways. These complex systems in-
clude subsystems such as vadose zone and aquifers, hi-
erarchies of geologic media (from formation-scale to
below pore-scale), sub-subsystems of wells and well
drilling, and time scales that span between minutes
(during drilling) and many years of remediation opera-
tion.

The multiresolutional architecture
There are multiple advantages in representing the World
as a set of sub-Worlds, each with its individual scope and
individual level of detail. Constructing this representation
and using it for the purposes of decision-making is called
multiresolutional analysis. Tools such as artificial neural
networks (ANN), fuzzy logic (FL) and genetic algorithms
(GA) have been used as computational components
within the MRDS structure (e.g., Meystel and Albus
2002), but none is essential in the system. Other compu-
tational alternatives can be chosen, such as game-theo-
retic algorithms of stochastic approximation instead of
ANN; JSM logic instead of FL; and evolutionary pro-
gramming instead of simple GA (e.g., Meystel and An-
drusenko 2001).

The future hydrogeological management system will
be based on computational architectures that consist of
one or multiple intelligent agents capable of making op-
timal decisions for water resources management. In sim-
ple terms, the multiresolutional decision support systems
(MRDS) could be conceptualized as a pyramid of
knowledge and decision-making, with the highest reso-
lution at the bottom (the raw data) and the lowest reso-
lution at the top (the overall generalized understanding of
the phenomena or process, and the decision-making lev-
el). The MRDS consists of two major parts: (a) learning/
modeling (bottom-up in the pyramid), and (b) search/

Fig. 3 Nested hierarchies of
aquifer management (schemat-
ic, partial)—a proto-image of
MRDS
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optimization (top-down). The learning is done by gener-
alization of experiences that leads to the evolution of
acquired knowledge in a multiresolutional (MR) repre-
sentation. This includes consecutive operations such as
collection of experiences (storing, selecting, enhancing,
and clustering experiences) ! hypothesis formation !
generation of rules ! concepts emergence ! relational
database ! entity-relational model formation, all of
which repeat each time a new experience arrives (Meystel
1997, 2002). The search/optimization/planning is done
via instantiation (or refinement). The process of planning
consists of choosing the desirable behavior by anticipat-
ing admissible alternatives among possible behaviors, and
selecting the best of them by comparing tentative trajec-
tories in the state space. This process starts from the goal/
objective at the top and determining a feasible trajectory
there ! “enveloping” a bounded domain at the level
below (higher resolution) ! searching for the optimal
string at that level, and repeating this top-down process
until reaching the optimum at the highest resolution (e.g.,
Meystel 1995, 1997). This process is shown in Figs. 4, 5,

6, 7, 8, below (more on these, in the following). In hy-
drogeology, this “high-resolution” would typically end at
pumping- and injection wells, although the knowledge
database includes higher spatial resolutions.

As a goal-oriented model, the MRDS consists of
control loops, as shown in Figs. 4 and 5, close in spirit, to
the dynamic control loops described by Kitanidis and
others (as discussed earlier), where the flow and transport
(PDE) models are now included in the world model of the
MRDS. Here, the learning (from experiences) is focused
on the goal (e.g., minimum cost), while building its pro-
visional models and improving them with each iteration
in the control loops. Each of these elementary loops of
functioning acts like a goal-oriented agent that tries to
shift the system to its optimal state. In other words, the
MRDS consists of building highly efficient multiresolu-
tional Knowledge Representations (World Models based
on all data, and including devices for unsupervised
learning) with closure at each level of resolution (Figs. 4
and 5). It employs a MR Behavior Generation Subsystem
(for Planning and Control), including the “probing”, an-

Fig. 4 Nested hierarchy of in-
telligent systems

Fig. 5 Elementary loop of
functioning at a level (an agent)
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ticipation, and “caution” principles mentioned earlier, in
an efficient, MR way. Meystel and his co-workers (e.g.,
Meystel and Albus 2002) have shown planning and
learning to be joint processes in the MRDS architectures,
which provide for a rapid and extremely accurate func-
tioning, with superb computational efficiency.

Thus, the future decision support system (DSS) will be
based on (a) learning and knowledge gained by organiz-
ing information, storing and generalizing experiences, and
(b) construction of decisions (including plans and con-
trols) that ensure functioning of a goal-oriented system
with self-improving performance. The MR approach
gives an opportunity to minimize the computational
complexity in a subset of DSS that organizes knowledge
through generalization and instantiation/refinement, and
uses nested MR-search for converging to the best solu-
tion. This concept, which was introduced for planning and
control purposes by Meystel (1986), has been explored in
depth in subsequent works (Meystel 1991, 1995, 1997,
2002, 2003; Albus and Meystel 2001; Meystel and Albus
2002). More than all other machine-learning techniques,
the MRDS, particularly the MR generalization and search,
seem to imitate the human brain in processing of infor-
mation and decision-making.

Yet, applying these advances to aquifer management
presents major challenges due to (a) the multidisciplinary
and nonlocal nature of aquifer systems, with multi-di-
mensional complexity; (b) significant information gaps;
and (c) control variables limited to a single scale. Never-
theless, given the richness of geophysical information on
several scales, hidden relationships between geophysical
and hydraulic/transport responses could be discovered, as
has been partially exercised using geostatistics.

The hydrogeologic control system of the future will
break through the technical barrier presented by the rigid
representation process epitomized by the traditional
groundwater models (as illustrated in Fig. 1b). The latter
will be used mainly as preliminary approximations, thus,
freeing it from its rigid structure and exaggerated ex-
pectations—in particular, the expectation to capture or
represent the full complexity of the real world and pro-
vide reliable predictions. This approach has not been
possible or even conceivable until now. The success of
the new development will be measured by the degree to
which it could operate independently of the operational
models included in it.

The reduction of complexity via reduction of “multi-
plicity” could only be done by the virtue of grouping and
representing the group by a single image and/or symbol.
This semiotic principle of substitution of sets of infor-
mation units by a single information unit has emerged
because of the need to reduce computational load
(Meystel 1986, 1995, 1997, 2002). All of these processes
of planning and control are suitable for the new devel-
opment of MRDS for aquifer management.

The system of representation, based upon recursive
grouping/decomposition (see below), incorporates and
uses the algorithms of generalization (bottom-up) and
instantiation (top-down) in different incarnations that
depend on factors such as information or the subsystem
where the results are applied. Thus, the learning system
must employ the same tools: labeling the entities (e.g.,
clusters) in order to deal with concise notations (sym-
bols), grouping the entities, and decomposing them if

Fig. 6 Conceptual structure of
multiresolutional consecutive
refinement

Fig. 7 Top-down refinement: an illustration of MR-S3 algorithm
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information details are required. Learning systems use the
same computational mechanisms.

MRDS presumes multiresolutional architecture of
large/complex systems that typically include nested hi-
erarchies, as implied by Fig. 3 and shown in Fig. 4 (ibid).
Nestedness is a property of elementary loops of func-
tionings (ELFs) shown as a joint nested system in Fig. 4,
and as a single loop in Fig. 5. It can be seen that the loop
of closure of a level of resolution contains WORLD
(ENVIRONMENT) ! SENSORS ! SENSORY PRO-
CESSING (PERCEPTION) ! WORLD MODEL
(Knowledge Representation) ! BEHAVIOR GENERA-
TION (Planning-Control) ! ACTUATORS and ! back
to ENVIRONMENT.

The multiresolutional analysis (a) allows development
of multiresolutional hierarchies, (b) protects from para-
doxes, (c) allows for inter-level disambiguation, and (d)
determines complex relationships among variables. As a
dynamic learning and control system, the MRDS com-
bines planning with on-line error compensation; it re-
quires learning of both the system (e.g., remediation) and
the environment (surface operations, human interaction)
to be part of the control process. All of these features
reduce systematic and random errors on all time scales,
and hence, reduce overall uncertainty.

A few computational blocks
Algorithms of multiresolutional knowledge representation
employ procedures of (a) selective space reduction by
focusing attention (FA); (b) searching for the group can-
didates using combinatorial search (CS); (c) lower reso-
lution object formation by grouping (G); and (d) decision-
making (making a choice among alternatives). The triplet
FA–CS–G (or GFACS) shown in Fig. 6 works as an al-
gorithm of consecutive refinement (multiresolutional
search in the state space, or MR-S3) if considered top-
down (as shown in Fig. 7), and as generalization (learn-
ing), if considered bottom-up, when the triangles of high-
and low-resolution levels in Fig. 6 are swapped. In the
top-down refinement case, Combinatorial Search is per-
formed in order to find one string (minimum cost) out of
multiple possible strings, while Grouping amounts to
constructing an envelop around the vicinity of the mini-
mum cost string, as shown in Fig. 7. In the learning/
bottom-up case, grouping implies generalization. The
MR-S3 shown in Fig. 6 also describes nested dynamic
programming (NDP).2

Fig. 8 Block-diagram of the
decision making process in
MRDS

2 Optimization cannot exist without a representation, which is a
model/simulator based on characterization.
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Comment 1. It was demonstrated that for each prob-
lem, there exists a set of resolutions that minimizes
computational complexity.

Comment 2. As the resolution increases, the set of
variables may change. Transformation of variables from a
level to a level is performed as a part of Descriptive In-
formation Analysis.

Information processing in MRDS
The building of computational blocks of this new repre-
sentation, and the subsequent optimization/control are
shown in Fig. 8, which includes three distinct fields of
computational activities within MRDS:

Field I—Collecting information
This is the collection of sources of information, including
all possible field data and their interpretations and their
storage in the required zone. This field incorporates as
many models of knowledge representation as feasible
(geophysical interpretations, geological models, flow and
transport models, proxies, etc.). As these models are
constructed in different fields of knowledge, and as they
vary in their geometric and stratigraphic representations
and coordinates, they are heterogeneous ones. However,
the outputs of various laws, models, domain expert ex-
periences, and relevant direct operational observations are
stored in a homogeneous (unified) form: they are pre-
sented as meaningful implications that allow for inter-
pretation by a human operator. This integration of het-
erogeneous sources of information, which is the major
challenge in hydrogeology, is implemented in the MR
data and knowledge representation.; in the schematic
description of Fig. 8, it is included in both Field I and
Field II.

Field II—Maintaining the multiresolutional state space
Here, the outputs of multiple models and the results of
testing are integrated in the multiresolutional form. All
information stored has an attached probability tag that
could originate from measurement errors, or from geo-
statistical interpolation and other statistical models (e.g.,
Bayesian updating), or from fuzzy logic. Getting into the
same cluster can reinforce the “likelihood” of the concrete
implication, while getting into different clusters can re-
duce the validity that was allocated with the statement in
the information repository prior to clustering. This is
consistent with the approach of changing the model (as a
process of learning) rather than calibrating a pre-deter-
mined model.

Field III—Searching and disambiguating search results
In this field, the multiresolutional searching in the state
space is run (S3 Search). The process is conducted both
top-down and bottom-up, which allows for rapid disam-
biguation and convergence to the correct representation
(thereby, maximizing the use of information, and reduc-
ing uncertainty). The search (optimization process) fol-
lows the scheme in Fig. 7. The output (optimization)
depends on the specific goal. The answer to any question

related to the desired goal is given by MRDS in the form
of a set of recommended modes of operation that provide
for minimum cost (or other objectives) and the measure of
probability of this evaluation (e.g., in the form of the
uncertainty zone).

Notice that the three fields in Fig. 8 are not temporal
“stages” of computation, not consecutive “phases” of it,
but rather three “work fields” that function independently,
and that are attached to each other by interfaces that can
be organized, depending on the particular needs of the
process. It has been shown that MR-S3 Search is the most
efficient computational tool currently available. Storing
and processing of information in a multiresolutional form
not only supports the most efficient processing algorithms
but also minimizes possible discrepancies and contradic-
tions in the future results and recommendations.

In case a particular model proves to be valid for a
particular sub system, it should be included within the set
of information flow of Field I. The ability of the MRDS to
include a particular operational model of the system (or
subsystem) enables judgment of the significance of model
contribution to the goal, and enables a comparison of this
model with alternative models.

Conclusions

Recent developments in stochastic hydrology and adap-
tation of advanced methods from the disciplines of op-
erations research, stochastic control, and artificial intel-
ligence in hydrogeology have provided insight into (a) the
effect of uncertainty on optimization of aquifer manage-
ment; (b) the inseparability of information gain (e.g., with
drilling a new well) and optimization; (c) the relationships
between uncertainty, reliability, and risk; (d) the possible
use of proxies (ANN, response functions) to replace
complex PDE models in order to enhance the search and
increase computational efficiency; (e) the importance of
dynamic feedback control/optimization; (f) the element of
memory or learning through recursive, evolving equations
in such control systems; and (g) the effect of probing the
system (by perturbing the input), learning it (through re-
cursive functions), anticipation (hence, caution), and re-
ducing uncertainty (via weighted feedback) without ac-
tually quantifying it. The adaptation of control theories
has shifted our emphasis from model sensitivities and
general uncertainty reduction to sensitivity of the cost
function (to parameter and state variable uncertainties),
with corresponding implications on experimental design
and planning.

Despite all of these remarkable new developments,
actual solutions of complex real-world problems in hy-
drogeology have been quite limited. The main reason is
the ultimate reliance on first-principle models that lead to
complex, highly uncertain, distributed-parameter partial
differential equations (PDE) on a given scale. The addi-
tion of uncertainty, and hence, stochasticity or random-
ness, has increased insight and highlighted important re-
lationships between uncertainty, reliability, risk, and their
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effect on the cost function. However, it has also (a) in-
troduced additional complexity that results in prohibitive
computer power even for just a single uncertain/random
parameter; and (b) led to the recognition of our inability
to assess the complete uncertainty even when including
all model uncertainties. Thus, modelers are left with the
urgent need in deterministic solutions in a stochastic
world, with limited ability to assess the uncertainty, while
reducing it is costly.

Meanwhile, recent developments of intelligent systems
have provided new tools that can be adapted in hydro-
geology. These tools and features, which have been de-
veloped and employed extensively in the areas of robotics
and unmanned vehicles, can be summarized as follows:

1. The main function of intelligence is global optimiza-
tion of complex systems with inadequate or incom-
plete or insufficient representation, and under in-
complete specifications of an uncertain environment
(typical of real-world problems in hydrogeology).

2. Intelligent control has been created to combine the
advantages and eliminate the limitations of operations
research, control theories, and artificial intelligence; it
has proven to be a computationally efficient procedure
of directing a complex system towards their goals.

3. Intelligent control systems (MRDS) employ general-
ization, focusing attention, and combinatorial search
algorithms as their primary operator, which leads to a
multi-level structure. In practice, the number of levels
of control depends on the size of the problem (typi-
cally, 3–6 levels).

4. The multiresolutional system of knowledge organi-
zation has shown to reduce representation complexity
and computational load (by several orders of magni-
tude).

5. In MRDS, planning/control problems are being solved
via MR-S3 search with randomized state apace dis-
cretization (or tessellation) with density of points that
reflect the uncertainty in information as a measure of
stochastic optimization. MRDS uses different ran-
domized sampling at different levels of resolution;
together, these levels have demonstrated efficient
multiresolutional strategies of decision-making under
uncertainty.

6. Representations at each level of resolution do not
require construction of any analytical models besides
the MR storage of experiences obtained during prior
functioning. However, in hydrogeology, where data
are often sparse, such models are needed at least at the
initial phase.

7. Tools such as ANN, FL, and GA can be used as
computational components within the MRDS struc-
ture, although none is essential in the system. Other
tools such as multiresolutional versions of abductive
inference and plausible reasoning (finding implica-
tions without full evidential support) lead to different
implications when performing at several resolution
levels simultaneously.

8. Multiresolutional knowledge organization with dis-
ambiguation and restructuring is applied at several
levels of resolution, simultaneously, at all stages of
information updating.

9. Since the MR representation builds and supports un-
supervised learning that contains self-oriented infor-
mation, MRDS systems are autonomous (which im-
plies that one could use it either in a closed control
loop or just as an “advisor”).

10. The MRDS is capable of accepting descriptive and
text information, not just numeric data, while both
types of information are treated based upon the same
algorithms.

These accomplishments have been possible once the rigid
differential-integral calculus stopped dominating the ap-
plication areas (particularly, robotics), and analytical/nu-
merical models were used just as interpretations, rather
than complete representations. The paradigm shift is more
difficult in hydrogeologic systems, which (unlike man-
made machines) are not information-intensive, and are
mechanically unprepared for automation (possibly, with
the exception of real-time directional drilling). However,
there is an urgent need to fill the gap between stochastic
optimization/control theories (though remarkably ad-
vanced) and actual field operations and heterogeneous
field data, and provide hydrogeologists with problem-
solving tools. Our exploration (above) of current methods
in hydrogeology has hinted at a remarkable progress in
hydrogeology—from stochastic theories to optimization
and control of hydrogeologic systems, yet, with heavy
reliance on computer-intensive deterministic and sto-
chastic (PDE, physically-based) models that render real-
world solutions weak, at best. Interestingly, as was re-
vealed in our exploration, a few works have already
hinted at a different system, in which different types of
intelligence will be combined to overcome the weakness
of rigid PDE models, including stochastic PDE, particu-
larly for optimal management purposes.

Given the emergence of intelligent control systems as
powerful tools in other engineering applications, the ad-
aptation of intelligent control concepts and tools seems to
be the obvious next step in hydrogeology. It is possible
now to develop an intelligent system whose learning
power and goal-oriented prediction/anticipation capability
will surpass current ANN. This multiresolutional decision
support system will break the barrier between the differ-
ent geo-disciplines, and will combine characterization
with simulation and optimization. The new system will
benefit from the advantages and eliminate the limitations
of current PDE models (deterministic or stochastic) by
integrating their predictions as interpretations, and use
these models as initiators, gap fillers, and general guides
within an ever-changing multiresolution knowledge rep-
resentation. The new modeling-optimization/planning/
control system will take advantage of all accumulated
experiences and knowledge from all disciplines, on all
scales. It will increase the speed of convergence to opti-
mal solutions by orders of magnitude, and will reduce
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uncertainty by (a) extending the associations among
variables on all relevant scales far beyond linear statistical
correlations currently used in the traditional stochastic
approach; (b) maximizing the information hidden in in-
terdependencies among these variables on all scales, and
determining the complex relationships among these
variables, independent of any particular single-scale
model; (c) continuous model updating; and (d) continuous
inter-level checking of consistency and disambiguation.
The success of the new development will be measured by
the degree by which it could operate independently of the
operational models included in it.
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